
PayIt simplifies doing business with government

PayIt is bringing government agencies and people closer 
together through our award-winning, digital platform. 
PayIt allows state agencies to consolidate hundreds of 
services into one connected experience. This innovative 
approach modernizes how constituents interact with 
government and allows offices to increase efficiency, 
streamline the citizen experience and drive down 
operational costs.
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Streamlining government services

PayIt’s digital government platform is highly 
configurable and able to meet all state government 
business requirements. Residents can pay their bills 
through their preferred experience – web, mobile 
or native app. Users can also create a digital wallet 
that allows them to store all of their payment and 
profile information, set up due date alerts and enroll 
in eBilling, AutoPay or payment plans. This allows for 
easier citizen engagement, faster speed-to-revenue 
and fewer delinquencies for agencies.

Securely processing billions of dollars

PayIt is built on a microservices architecture and runs 
securely on AWS GovCloud (US). AWS GovCloud (US) 
gives government customers and their partners the 
flexibility to architect secure cloud solutions that comply 
with the FedRAMP High baseline and other compliance 
requirements. This enables the PayIt platform to 
securely process billions of dollars in transactions on 
behalf of government agencies.

An omni-channel experience

Residents can view, manage and pay their 
bills from any device.

PayIt clients thrive in a contactless world

82% increase in online 
dollars collected

35% decrease in manual 
checks processed

40% decrease in DMV 
customer walk-ins

We are excited to provide 
faster, more efficient services 
for people. PayIt allows us 
to meet people’s needs in a 
modern and convenient way.

“

“

Torre Jessup
Commissioner, NCDMV
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https://aws.amazon.com/govcloud-us/?whats-new-ess.sort-by=item.additionalFields.postDateTime&whats-new-ess.sort-order=desc
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A look at PayIt’s state government offerings

Motor Vehicles

With PayIt, DMVs can digitize all of their processes 
and payments. This allows constituents to pay for 
registrations, license renewals, plates and more. 

Turnpike & Tolling

PayIt allows governments to consolidate tolling 
processes into one solution. Users can pay existing 
balances, manage electronic tags and more. 

Licenses & Permits

PayIt enables offices to digitize their licensing and 
permitting processes. Governments can now easily 
collect license and permit fee payments online.

Vital Records

The PayIt platform streamlines the vital records 
process for agencies. Citizens can order birth, 
marriage and death certificates from one place.

An award-winning provider of digital government services

Recognized government 
SaaS vendor

Web, mobile and app IVR phone payments Contactless POS terminals

PayIt allows government offices to meet their citizens anywhere

Agencies must be able to meet their citizens where they are. PayIt offers a variety of payment channels.
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